Abnormal Behaviour Detection
Course
Organized by
Search Training Centre (Malaysia)
in liaison with CJ Security Consulting Group (Singapore)

30 SEPT – 3 OCT 2013
The Dorsett Grand Subang Hotel, MALAYSIA

Who should Attend?
Security personnel, airline staff, law
enforcement personnel performing duties at
the border; and existing personnel
responsible for the application of security
preventive measures.

This course will train participants to identify and
detect abnormal behavior so that potential threat can
be intercepted and apprehended before it becomes a
threat.
Knowledge of this specific skill will allow participants
to become more proactive in abnormal behaviorbased detection techniques when performing their
duties.

REGISTRATION ENDS 15 SEPTEMBER 2013!
For more information on course
fees and registration, please
contact :
Ms. Ambiga Nathan
Tel: +603 7956 9989
Fax: +603 7956 8986
Email: stc@searchtraining.com.my
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10 Science Park Road,
#03-18A, The Alpha,
Science Park II,
Singapore 117684
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www.cjsc.com.sg

Consultancy Services
Security Audits & Inspections
Security audits for Commercial
Premises, Airports, Ports and
Shipping Vessels.
Regulated Agent Regime for
Airfreight Security
Study, Development and
Implementation of RAR in accordance
to ICAO Annex 17.
Hold Baggage Screening System
Study, Development and
Recommendations for HBS systems in
Airports and Ports.

Corporate Security
Training
Bomb Threat Management
Understanding & Managing Security
Threats
Security Management
Security Awareness for Employees

Suspicious parcel leaves two ill at JFK airport
Two customs inspectors at New York's John F.
Kennedy airport fell ill on Sunday after handling a
parcel in a mail centre that apparently contained a
toxic chemical, local media reported. The Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) confirmed that it
dispatched a hazardous response team to screen the
two workers and the package for what a spokesman called "possible contaminants.“
Read more

Bomb hoax forces US Airways flight from Ireland to Pittsburgh to
make emergency landing
A US Airways plane flight from Ireland to Pittsburgh made
an emergency landing in Philadelphia after a phoned-in
bomb threat that later proved to be a hoax. All 171
passengers and crew members were safely evacuated from
the Boeing 757, which had been moved to an isolated part
of Philadelphia International Airport. Read more

Eiffel Tower Evacuated After Bomb Alert
The Eiffel Tower was evacuated by police following a bomb alert at the
famous Paris landmark. The tower was cleared around 2pm local time and
was kept closed to tourists for two hours. French media reported that the
alert was triggered after an anonymous call was received, indicating the
presence of a suspicious package. Read more

First Line Crisis Mitigation

Customer service robots becoming a reality for airports and airlines

Crime Prevention Techniques

Self-service and automation has become
such a central element of the passenger
experience that the possibility of human
agents eventually being removed from the
airport process altogether seems almost
feasible. With the proliferation of online
check-in, home-printed and permanent
bag tags, self-service bag drop and mobile
boarding passes, it is more valid than ever before to question whether human agents
are needed at every touchpoint. Read more

Campus , Hospital and Hotel Security
Risk & Vulnerability Assessment
Basic Investigations Course
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Emirates rolls out Google Now for online
bookings
Passengers who book to fly with Emirates via the carrier’s official
website will automatically receive reminders about their
upcoming flight and information on their destination via Google
Now. The Emirates Google Now service will remind passengers of
their flight details, including flight times and departure terminal,
and provide destination information on things such as the
weather
forecast,
currency,
local
landmarks
and
accommodation. Read more

Terrorism cannot be completely eliminated, concedes Obama
US President Barack Obama has warned that terrorism cannot be completely eliminated
and indicated that the United States may continue to use drone strikes at terrorist
targets. “What we can do is to weaken it and to strengthen our partnerships in such a
way that it does not pose the kind of horrible threat that we saw on 9/11.” he told a
news conference at the White House this weekend. Read more

US embassies to reopen in Middle East and Africa after terror threat
Eighteen of the 19 US embassies and consulates that were closed
in the Middle East and Africa over fears of attack will be
reopened, according to the US state department. The embassy in
Sana'a, Yemen, will remain closed. The consulate in Lahore,
Pakistan, which was closed on Thursday because of what officials
say was a separate credible threat, is also not scheduled to reopen. Read more

Is Canada doing enough to ‘de-radicalize’ convicted terrorists?
Corrections Canada does not have a specific de-radicalization
program, drawing criticism that not enough is being done to
prepare terrorist convicts to re-enter society. Experts in
religion-based terrorism say faith counselling is a major
component of counter-radicalization, particularly with Islamic
extremism. The cancellation of the chaplains’ contracts, critics
say, is a step backward at a time when a small but growing number of terrorist
offenders are entering Canadian jails. Read more

Passenger found with more than 4kg of 'Ice' at Changi Airport
A Vietnamese woman was found with more than four kilograms of a
substance suspected to be the drug 'Ice' when she landed at Changi
Airport on Saturday morning. Officers from the Immigration and
Checkpoints Authority and the Central Narcotics Bureau found two
slabs of the crystallised substance wrapped in aluminium foil in the
47-year-old's luggage. Read more

Aviation &
Maritime Training
Aviation Security for Senior
Management, Supervisors

AVSEC for front-line Security
Officers

Tactical Profiling Course

Bomb Threat Handling

Document Verification Course
(Travel documents)

Check-point Screeners Course
(x-ray)
Regulated Agent Regime for
Airfreight

Understanding Explosives

International Ship & Port Facility
Security Code
Maritime Security Audits &
Inspections
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